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What’s all the commotion
about? Well, just imagine a
pill that not only gives you
the energy of a 30 year old –
it makes you look a decade
younger, too! Now you don’t
have to imagine it. This pill is now
a reality. But getting your hands on
this medical miracle isn’t easy...

A team of scientists has developed
an amazing age reversal pill that’s
been shown to reverse the root cause
of sore joints and muscles... poor
circulation... high blood pressure...
poor memory... low energy... gas,
bloating, diarrhea, constipation and
many other aging related health
problems.

Now, after years of development
and testing, pharmacies throughout
America are desperate to get their
hands on it...
It’s Not A Dream For The Future

- It’s A Reality RIGHT NOW!
And this amazing new formula is

now available in a safe, natural pill
you take at home.

A highly respected nutraceutical
company has just released a
remarkable new formula called
Enzoplex. It re-ignites every cell in
your body with a potent supply of
synergistic enzymes and powerful
herbal compounds. (“Synergistic”
means each ingredient works great on
its own… but they work exponentially
better combined together.)
Enzoplex is the first product of

its kind to include the amazing
“silkworm” enzyme that has been
so successful in Germany and
Asia.

Thanks to the remarkable anti-
aging research that led to the
development of Enzoplex, people all
around the country age 50 and over
will soon be enjoying lives free of
age-related health problems.

You’re Not Getting Old –
You’re Running
Out Of Enzymes!

Enzymes are the catalyst that
makes EVERYTHING work in your
body. You can’t digest your food
without enzymes. You can’t heal
from injuries. You can’t fight off a
cold or illness. You can’t build new
heart, brain, skin, bone or tissue cells
– or replace dying ones - without
enzymes.

Remember the energy you had
when you were a kid? That’s because
you had an abundance of metabolic
enzymes to help create that 24-hour,
non-stop youthful ENERGY. But as
you get older, enzyme production
slows down. Research shows your
production of enzymes decreases at
least 13% with each passing decade
after age 21.

If You’re Over 40, You Probably
Have An Enzyme Deficiency.
That’s why spicy foods you used

to love now leave you feeling like
there’s a fire in your gut. Any injury
takes two or three times longer to
heal. Your thinking and memory feel
foggy. Your knees, back and other
joints constantly ache... and it feels
like your “energy tank” is always on
empty.

You may think your problem is poor
circulation... a bad heart... joint and
muscle aches… digestive problems…
memory loss… low energy, etc. –

but it’s really chronic inflammation
caused by an enzyme deficiency.
Time Magazine called this dangerous
(and often FATAL) health problem…

The Secret Killer!
Modern researchers now agree

chronic inflammation is the root
cause of nearly EVERY major health
condition you are experiencing
today. Poor circulation... respiratory
issues and breathing problems...
joint pain and degeneration… low
energy... allergies... and a host of
other illnesses.

In fact, your body’s battle to
eliminate plaque creates chronic
inflammation in your veins and
arteries. In time, the inflammation
may cause small portions of the plaque
to break off the walls of your arteries
and float around in your bloodstream.
If the plaque blocks a blood vessel
leading to your heart – you have a
heart attack. If it blocks a vessel to
your brain, you have a stroke. And if
it blocks a vessel to your lungs, you
get a pulmonary embolism.

The good news is you can now
safely and effectively combat chronic
inflammation with an amazing new
discovery found in…

The Silkworm!
German physician, Dr. Hans

Nieper, has heralded this astonishing
enzyme as a safe and highly effective
way to control chronic inflammation.
It has been used successfully all over
Europe and Asia for its anti-aging
and anti-inflammation benefits…
and its ability to support a healthy
heart and circulatory system.

The Secret To Getting Back
The Energy Of Your Youth!
Has pain, stiffness and low energy

forced you to give up activities you
love like golf, tennis, playing with
your grandchildren and enjoying an
active and vibrant life?

Are you fed up with gulping down
handfuls of prescription drugs that
don’t really work, yet come with a
host of side effects? Or… have you
tried using nutritional supplements
and natural remedies instead… but
still haven’t gotten the relief you
need?

IMAGINE… living with boundless
energy, youthfulness and vitality into
your 70s, 80s, 90s and beyond...and
avoiding the life-destroying diseases
that so often accompany aging.

Limited Supply
Supplies of Enzoplex are selling out

quickly - usually only days after each
new batch is produced. And there
are rumors of Big Pharma trying
to halt its sale. They fear Enzoplex
could decrease demand for expensive
arthritis, cholesterol, blood pressure
and heart medicines — enough
to negatively affect Big Pharma’s
profits. For now there’s still time to
experience the benefits of Enzoplex
— but you must act FAST.

Special Opportunity
For Our Readers

The makers of Enzoplex are offering
you a special opportunity to try it in
your own home for a full 60-days —
completely RISK FREE. If you don’t
see remarkable changes in your sore
and achy joints, energy levels, brain
fog, circulation and digestive health -
simply return it for a full refund. No
questions asked!

Try Enzoplex for yourself by
calling 1-866-832-5023 today. The
distributor will send you a risk-free
trial supply plus additional FREE
BOTTLES (just ask). But you must
call NOW before it’s too late. This
offer is limited to readers of this
newspaper.

Manufacturer
Overwhelmed by
Demand and Flooded
Phone Lines

These sTaTemenTs have noT been evaluaTed by The Fda. This producT is noT inTended To
diagnose, TreaT, cure or prevenT any disease. resulTs noT Typical. your resulTs may vary.

Nature’s Answer To Aging
Related Health Issues
Dozens of studies show the

formula in Enzoplex can help:

• Reduce inflammation, the root
cause of most serious health
issues…

• Lower cholesterol…
• Break up blood clots that cause
heart and brain disasters…

• Thin your blood without the
side effects of prescription
blood thinners…

• And much more!

Pharmacies Abandon
All Hope of Getting

New “Age Reversal” Pill

Operators struggle to keep up with
calls for the new “age reversal” pill
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